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this was the complete opposite of
how snoop would end up
releasing his next two albums.
after the success of doggystyle,
snoop would stay away from
releasing albums in traditional,
retail stores. he went on to
release his next two albums only
as a dvd and a 2 cd set. and when
he did release an album on a
retail store, it didn't sell as well.
snoop's next two albums, tha
doggfather and dogg food, were
released in the early 2000s, which
was a different time in hip-hop
history. in the mid-2000s, hip-hop
was still in a place of transition
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and many of the old guard were
trying to establish themselves as
rappers that could still take the
hip-hop scene to the next level.
one of the first releases from the
late 2000s was nas' hip hop is
dead album, which was a direct
response to the lack of hip-hop
from the west coast and a shift in
the kind of music that people
were listening to. the album's
single, "gin and juice", peaked at
number one on the billboard hot
rap tracks chart, and number
forty on the billboard hot 100.
"gin and juice" also received an
ascap music award for most
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performed song of the year. the
hip hop community had been
eagerly awaiting the debut of the
highly anticipated album by the
legendary rap group. but death
row was having trouble meeting
their delivery schedules. people
weren't happy. "it was a great
idea. but they weren't doing what
they were supposed to be doing.
they weren't progressing," said
snoop, who spent the last two
years working on his album in los
angeles. only one of the original
recordings from doggystyle made
it to the album, a remix of "nuthin
but a 'g' thang". (the version on
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the compilation, death row: the
lost sessions vol. 1, is a different
remix.)

Snoop Dogg Doggystyle Album Download

in the future, an artist like dre
could start their own streaming

service and sell their music
directly to fans. or they could just
release their music exclusively on
their own service, but they'd have

to give up their rights to the
master recordings. if snoop dogg
can come to an agreement with

dre, then it might make sense for
him to start his own streaming
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service and move these albums to
the platform. even if that

happens, it doesn't mean that all
of these albums will be available

on streaming services in the
future. the business model for

streaming has changed in the last
few years and it's not always easy
for labels to just give up their ips
for streaming. even if they do it
could be a long time before it

actually happens and even then
it's not certain they'll get the
same deal dre received from

apple. the death row imprint was
founded by dr. dre and priority
records owner suge knight in
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1991, and soon grew to house
many of dre's early releases. after
a messy and controversial split in
1999, the label was purchased by
ruthless records, where it would

find its greatest success, as
nearly every artist on the label

would go on to become a
platinum or gold-selling artist.

however, when dr. dre left
ruthless in 2008, he took over the
label and eventually renamed it
death row. he also brought on
snoop dogg, who had originally

released the bulk of his albums on
aftermath, and made the label
into a powerhouse in the rap
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game. the announcement comes
nearly three months after it was
reported that snoop dogg and
suge knight had resolved their

business differences, though no
details on their partnership are
available. in october 2019, both

snoop dogg and suge knight were
arrested for their involvement in

the 2015 shooting of then-
bodyguard danny woodson, who
was fatally wounded when knight
opened fire on a vehicle carrying
four women and two men outside
of the death row records offices in
las vegas, nevada. knight pleaded
guilty to second-degree murder in
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exchange for a reduced sentence
and was sentenced to four years

in prison. 5ec8ef588b
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